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This studio began as an exploration of drawing tools.
We began by drawing our drafting instruments before  introducing movement 
and moving onto drawing tools in our wood and metal shop. In the second half
of the semester the class of 29 students collaborated on a 2.5x3m plan drawing of 
the entire 4th floor of the tool, cataloging every shop tool. Finally the class constructed a 
new tool- a rotating platform to hold the drawing and film from the shop.    

Photography of shop tools

Axonometric and section of anvil in use

1. Architectonics:
 Tool, Material, Body



Class construction- rotating platform

Plan films of tools- projection on drawing
(Myself in collaboration w/ Zalmai Levrat 
and Oleksiy Godz

Class drawing- shop plan



This work investigated a single architectural element- the column.
It began with two tangent analyses, one of Mies’s Barcelona Pavillion 
and one of my own spinal column. An interest in a synthesis to the dialectic
of classical sculptural columns and Mies’s machine logic was developed. 
The final product is a pavillion supported by stereotomic columns
for the purpose of contemplation and resoultion of truama.  

2. Column and Caryatid

Barcelona Pavillion column analysis/decomposition



Spine analyis- Vertabrae construction

Spine analyis- Generative collage



Final collage and model



Urban drawings

Collages  for unique pool types
2. Swimming center in Lower Manha�an

This studio sought to bring two elements into conflict:
Typology and program. Working from the constraints of a courtyard
building and an aquatic center, an extremely thin form is produced.
Programatic adaptaions such as a diving board from the interior of the building
into the courtyard and a long pool that runs nearly the entire length of the buildng 
were developed. 



Fianl model and drawings



Model Plans and Elevations



Manha�an Parks and Institutions

Guggenheim Sectional Documentation

Manha�an Museum Constellation

4. Analysis of the Guggenheim Museum:
Archiectures of flow

This semester explored architectural analysis as a form of reading and misreading. 
Rather than produce accurate reproductions of our assigned buildings, we transformed
them through a series of subjective interpretations, each assignmewnt moving further away from the orignal
form until an entierly novel product is discovered. Beginning with documentation and urban analysis, the work moved into 
an investigation of the linear circulation of the Guggenheim museum. A series of transformations were discovered:
1. Guggenheim to linear circulation
2. Spiral form of the building to reconstruction as a single unrolled filmic element
3. Placement of gazes within the film
4. Systemetization of chance gazes based on film taken in the museum
5. Overlay of the filmic drawing over a cello fingerboard
6. Composition of a mucial piece based on the placement of gazes on the fingerboard
7. Final model, a cello that can be modified based on any given arrangement of people in the museum
  



Guggenheim sectional model



Circulation Model

Volumetric Model



Analysis of flows- unrolling the museum and its gazes



Circulation and Volumetric Models

Mapping of gazes based of specific moments of a film

Translation of gazes onto a cello fingerboard



Fianl model- modified cello



5. Building Technology
Le Corbusier, Chandigarh detail fragment
(completed in a group)



6. Writing as Architecture:
2nd year studio project



7. Digital Work

Interssection drawing and 3d printed model

Grasshopper growth scriptl Vector field drawing



A. Flower Drawings

8. Various Other Work



B. The grid problem (Prof Diane Lewis)

An interpretation of the square grid problem based on chance operations. 
A thin wooden grid is laid over a thicker base. The chance operation
of the body impacting the upper grid determines a new structural 
configuration for a building.



C. Self portraiture as process/language (Prof. Sue Fergeson Gussow)

Lorem ipsum

The semster’s work was dedicated to the investigation of the relationship of language and drawing. 
This was developed through a series of self portraits where stream of conciousness writing
gave way to drawn marks. The drawings were seen as pieces in an incomplete process, many poems
and drawings layered together.



D. Film Drawings



9. Hand Drawings

Analysis- San Carlo Dome, Borromini



Analysis- Library Towers from Victims, John Hejduk
Exploded Axonometric



Analysis- Library Towers from Victims, John Hejduk
Plan and Sections




